With the rise of cyber-attacks on cloud systems globally, Cloud Service Providers, Data carrier and hosting providers are forced to provide consideration to the novel challenges posed and requirements for attacks and more specifically DDoS protection in large hosting environment setups. This paper proposes use of multi-tiered network design based on Hybrid cloud solution comprising of an On-premise solution as well as a public cloud infrastructure capable of handling hurricane sized DDoS storms.
INTRODUCTION
While DDoS attacks began within gaming and gambling Web site businesses, newer attacks are being used for political reasons, for financial gain, and as a diversionary tactic to steal intellectual property. With new vector attacks and threats on the rise, corporate and enterprise are required to protect their IT infrastructure from the advanced attack methods being employed. Today's attacks take on a variety of patterns and sizes. Because of increased botnet accessibility, large attacks are more common, and 20Gbps events have been reported. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. ICTCS ' 
DDOS IMPACT ANALYSIS
In order to ascertain the DDoS impact and trend, the authors contacted 350 industry professionals from Cloud experts (30%), CxOs (10%), IT Managers (30%) and engineers involved in DDoS mitigation (30%) and performed a survey collecting data and details on DDoS effects on organizations with the survey meant for those respondents who were responsible and in charge of IT and DDoS Security within their roles. Below are the survey results from the data gathered and list of questions that were asked: Below is the outcome of the responses received in the survey The survey results provided insights on the existing state of DDoS levels for organizations with most admitting that impact of DDoS attacks was on the rise with new attack vectors and volumetric attacks beyond their existing infrastructure. Unfortunately, most organizations we reviewed do not have a plan in place despite acknowledging the impact and still relied on operational infrastructure.
TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS V/S NEW AGE DDOS ATTACKS
Traditional network security solutions such as firewalls, IPS and WAF are not sufficient to handle the emerging DDoS threats and become bottlenecks during many of the attacks. Traditional security systems were designed to prevent intrusions that would lead to a data loss or breaches by having devices perform full session inspections and network firewalls to enforce policy on user traffic that helped determine if the traffic needs to be allowed into the data center as per predefined rules. Although the traditional security systems are always considered to be critical devices, in today's scenario such devices are unable to defend the cloud based data centers availability for having online services due to the following reasons: There are few approaches to DDoS attack mitigation solutions from design perspective that we discuss here: on premise, cloud and hybrid based designs.
EXISITNG DDOS SOLUTIONS

On-premise Based
Having a dedicated On Premise DDoS attack mitigation solution are best suited for government entities, financial institutions and healthcare but not useful for all. When the highest level of security is mandatory and organizations prefer to give as little visibility into their customer data or about their encryption certificates to as few third party providers, this can be looked as a limited scope option. On premise DDoS devices would store encryption certificates and inspect traffic locally without any scrubbing, redirection or inspection. The mitigation system would be required to protect against various DDoS vectors like Flooding (UDP / ICMP, SYN), SSL based, Application layer (HTTP GET / POST) or Low & Slow attacks. With mitigation systems in house the proximity to data center resources is useful and the systems can be fine-tuned immediately by the in house IT teams. They tend to have a far greater awareness to their setup for any changes in traffic flows or from the application servers. Thus would tend to have a higher probability of detecting any suspicious trends or traffic requests.
Cloud Based Security Services
Providing anti-DDoS and advanced mitigation protection in form of managed security services, many cloud service providers offer protection from network floods by deploying mitigation equipment at the ISP network edge level or with scrubbing centers. This involves traffic diversion from the enterprise network to detection or scrubbing center. When a DDoS attack starts, human intervention is required and takes at least 15-30 minutes during which the online services are left unprotected and exposed.
Although the Cloud based DDoS mitigation service guarantees to an extent blocking of network flood attacks from reaching the enterprise edge devices or flooding the WAN circuit which is free of volumetric network flood attack. However, there exist glaring issues with a Cloud based DDoS mitigation services:  Cannot detect and block Application layer attacks and slow attacks  Unable to protect Stateful infrastructure systems like firewalls or IPS  Unable to deal with attacks like application layer attack, state exhaustion and multi vector attacks
Hybrid Cloud based Security
Using Hybrid Cloud features offers the best-of-breed mitigation option, where in the Hybrid infrastructure combines the on premise in house setup with DDoS mitigation providers to act as an integrated mitigation solution.
In a hybrid solution, using a dedicated DDoS mitigation provider's ability to detect and block multiple DDoS vectors or even have a Public Cloud provider dynamically increase the network pipe bandwidth during a DDoS attack, take off some time after being detected, till the time mitigation starts and saves the on premise infrastructure from the attack and affecting the availability of its online services. Typical solution is during DDoS attack, the entire traffic is diverted to a DDoS mitigation provider's cloud,
where it is scanned, scrubbed with the attack traffic getting identified and removed before being re-routed back to the in house data center of the enterprise. A hybrid solution allows enterprises to benefit from:  Widest security coverage that can only be achieved by combining on premise and cloud coverage.  Shortest response time by employing an on premise solution that starts immediately and automatically to mitigate the attack. 
Single contact point during an attack both for on premise and cloud mitigation  Scalabilityeach tier is independent of the other and can scale horizontally, in case there is a web application attack spike, adding more WAF devices to ensure enough WAF capability can be done in the application defense tier without affecting the network tier.  Performancesince requests come in tiers, network utilization is minimized and load reduced overall  Availabilityin case the first or second tier is down, as BCP the third tier can process user requests  Vendor independencenetwork and application defense infrastructure can be setup using hardware platforms or even different software versions.  Policy independence -when new policies are applied at the application defense tier, the other tier directs only that specific traffic towards the policies until they are validated and ready for production use.
PROPOSED DDOS SOLUTION
Based on the growing threats and impact of attacks, corporate enterprises having their own cloud services as well as cloud providers implement DDoS mitigation utilizing Hybrid Cloud Architecture. With the multi vector DDoS attacks being faced Layers 3, 4 and 7 to protect against volumetric, application and encrypted attack vectors, detecting and having mitigation tactics is essential. By utilizing public cloud features to cover for scalability taking on floods at and acting as the first point of defense with network and web application firewalls detecting attack traffic and mitigating the DDoS threats and the SaaS application, web portals and backend database resides in a secure in house private data center.
Infrastructure Setup
Two network infrastructure architectures were setup for testing their proposed theory using the below mentioned infrastructure hardware and software. The networks were attacked for network and application layer attacks by using ICMP flooding with 1000 echo requests with increasing buffer size (3700 to 3805 bytes) using DDoS tools like LOIC, R.U.D.Y and Slowloris that simulated attacks to deny legitimate users the access to the web application portal.
When performing the simulated DDoS attacks, the Real User Monitoring statistics are taken as the criteria and parameters were gathered for the logs to help generate graphs for DDoS attacks. These parameters were chosen since they determine what performance issues the actual users are experiencing on the site at the moment in real time during an attack.
Parameters For Data Analysis
 Average ICMPlatency in milliseconds before and during the DDoS attack on the application  Page Load Responserelates to the amount of time the portal pages take to load and determining where exactly the time is spent from the time a user logs authenticates and logs in to until the page has loaded completely.  Application Server Responsedetermining the % of time for page load process  Status code of SaaS applicationare the HTTP status codes the Web server uses to communicate with the Web browser or user agent.
Performance Analysis
Single Tier Network Architecture
The first network infrastructure was designed and implemented with a single inbound and exit gateway, simulating a single tier network comprising of standard network and routing device connecting to a web portal comprising of a front end and backend database. This simulated a typical standard Cloud based environment having a simple standard network design implemented in a data center with network devices from Cisco, F5, VMware and Microsoft OS servers.
Figure 5: Single Tier Traditional Architecture
With a standard single tier network design defense against multi vector DDoS attacks, ensuring DDoS mitigation becomes next to impossible. Floods, volumetric and layer 7 attacks critically overloaded and degraded computing systems leading to access issues for legitimate users. Logs and Data gathered for each attack are displayed below for reference. 
Three-Tier Network Architecture
The second network infrastructure was designed with three tiers, having different IP addressing scheme and connected to each other via VPN. This simulated two Public clouds and one Private cloud. The first two network tiers comprised of defenses against network and application level attacks while the third tier allowed access for the hosted SaaS application and database server.
Web application attacks are being launched not only from large and established botnets, but also from smaller botnets that hide within mobile carrier networks and are harder to detect. With any type of cloud security solution, the ability to stay ahead of the changing threat landscape is paramount. Consequently, there has been rapid growth in security services to help remove the heavy burden on inhouse security teams of having to continually update WAF rules and attack signatures. However, there is no silver bullet when it comes to web application protection. There are compelling advantages in having separate network and application defense tiers for the on-premises portion of the DDoS Protection architecture.
The first tier is built around the network firewall defense system in which Layer 3 and 4 for IP and TCP defenses with simple Load Balancer features are provided against Network DDoS attacks that launch flood attacks or volumetric attacks leading to network saturation. These attacks typically range from ICMP (Ping), UDP or SYN floods.
The second tier provides application layer defense in which layer 7 attack mitigations are performed with Web Application Firewall and Load Balancing rules. This tier also performs SSL termination as well as mitigation for POST Flood, DNS poisoning ARP spoofing, and Malware or Spyware detection.
The traffic now has legitimate users and typically without network and application attackers, it is then allowed to access the private tier cloud (or Tier 3) which is the inhouse data center for web portals hosting SaaS application and database. Once the processing is done, user traffic is sent back to tier 2 from where it exits to the user (instead of going back to tier 1 and following the route back). This asynchronous route of entering form tier 1 and going back via tier 2 is also part of ensuring the attackers are unable to perform attacks that need the same exist and entry gateways and routes.
Figure 9: Three Tier Network Architecture
DDoS attacks were performed initially on the single tier network design and our proposed three tier network design and gathered result that prove our proposed hybrid cloud design having the first tier for receiving inbound traffic from users and attackers with layer 3 and 4 devices and performing network attack mitigation using a network firewall blocking ICMP floods. The inbound traffic was then allowed to flow to the second tier which mitigated application level attacks using a WAF. Here using F5 and Cisco devices smartly we were able to block 80% of the attacks. This was gathered after comparing the attack data with single tier network setup.
The three tier network design is implemented in a test data center with Cisco and F5 network devices for routing, VPN and switching. We used VMware and Microsoft OS servers with a SQL Server as backend database to simulate Cloud based SaaS applications. DDoS attack simulations were performed on the three tier architecture to check the trends for network and application level results after the attacks.
ICMP flooding was performed with 1000 echo requests each with increasing buffer size (3700 to 3805 bytes) with each attack. The made the target server to respond and process the ICMP requests, taking toll of CPU resources and ultimately block valid requests.
Application level attacks were done using HTTP Flood GET attack with increasing thread count and 1000 echo requests using "GET /app/?id=437793msg=BOOM%2520HEADSHOT! HTTP/1.1Host: IP" and Slow socket buildup simulating slow HTTP attack using perl with logs taken from Wireshark.
Logs and Data gathered for each attack are displayed below for reference. With Network firewall on the first tier and a Web Application Firewall (WAF) on the second tier, we find network and application attack trend graph displayed low response for user performance parameters as compared to the single tier design comparing ICMP TTL, Page load response, Browser throughput and Application server response. The graph displays the trend readings obtained after performing the attacks that clearly show using network and application defense tiers helps mitigate DDoS attacks in a much cleaner way as compared to a single tier having only a network firewall or only a Web Application firewall.
CONCLUSION
Corporate enterprises today are recognizing the advantages of the recommended multi-tiered hybrid architecture. Enterprises valuing cyber security are re-architecting their security controls and the hybrid DDoS Protection architecture could prove to provide flexibility and manageability required to combat the modern DDoS multi vector threats. By providing increased layers of network and web application security in form of separate tiers, it is possible to protect the integrity, availability and performance of critical web applications, resulting in improved brand and customer confidence and reduced business risk from under-provisioning security devices.
For further research the authors propose Rate controls, built-in intelligent WAFs, client reputational monitoring, DDoS defense, and other cloud security approaches be used in combination as part of a comprehensive defense against all types and sizes of cyber threats. It can be a daunting task to manage, coordinate, tune and update all of these defensive layers, which is why many organizations leverage the services of cloud security providers.
